Lakes Region Community College
Course Offerings in English, Literature, Humanities, and Social Science 2015-2016

English
ENGL1200L College Composition
ENGL1220L Tech. Communications
ENGL1230L Business Communications
ENGL2300L Creative Writing
ENGL2310L Fiction Workshop
ENGL2320L Poetry Workshop
ENGL2330L Playwriting Workshop
ENGL2340L Scriptwriting for Film & TV
ENG L2600L Public Speaking

Humanities
ARTS1100L Drawing I
ARTS1150L Drawing II
ARTS1200L 2-D Design
ARTS1250L 3-D Design
ARTS1300L History of Art I
ARTS1350L History of Art II
ARTS1400L Expl. In the Vis. Arts
ARTS1450L Clay Experience I
ARTS1500L Intro. To Art Ed
ARTS1630L Screen Printing
ARTS2100L Intro to 35mm Photography
ARTS2120L Digital Photography
ARTS2150L Drawing III
ARTS2200L Drawing IV
ARTS2350L 20th Century Art
ARTS2400L Painting I
ARTS2450L Clay Experience II
ARTS2510L Issues in Contemp. Art
ARTS2550L Printmaking
ARTS2600L Sculpture
ARTS2650L Senior Portfolio
ARTS2700L Painting II
ARTS2750L Independent Study/Fine Arts
HUMA1550L Music Appreciation
HUMA1610L Acting & Scene Study I
FREN1200L Elementary French I
FREN1210L Elementary French II
SPAN1200L Elementary Spanish I
SPAN 1210L Elementary Spanish II

Social Science
POLS2220L Current Soc. & Pol. Issues
POLS2310L American Government
PSYC1250L Intro to Psychology
PSYC1260L Human Growth & Dev.
PSYC2000L Education Psychology
PSYC2200L Abnormal Psychology
PSYC2240L Crisis Psychology
SOSC1240L Intro to Sociology
SOSC1280L Chemical Dependency
SOSC1420L Intro to World Geo
SOSC2210L Organizational Behavior
SOSC2250L Crit. Think. & Dec. Mkg
SOSC2310L Microeconomics
SOSC2320L Macroeconomics
SOSC2350L Children, Youth & Fam.

English/Literature or Humanities
ENGL2230L Survey of American Lit.
ENGL2240L The American Short Story
ENGL2460L Tolkien & The Ring of Power
ENGL2500L Introduction to Literature
ENGL2540L The Nature Writers
ENGL2550L Popular Fiction
ENGL2560L Intro to Drama
ENGL2570L The Myth of the Hero
HUMA1600L Intro to Theater

Humanities or Social Science
HIST1310L American History and Civ. I
HIST1400L New Hampshire History
HIST1500L Latin American History & Civ.
HIST2250L History of the 20th Century
HUMA1300L Intro to Archaeology
HUMA1310L Cultural Anthropology
HUMA1500L Arabic Language & Culture
HUMA2500L Humanities in Western Civ. I
HUMA2520L Humanities in Western Civ. II
PHIL1290L Intro to Philosophy
PHIL2250L Comparative World Religions
PHIL2270L Ethical Issues
LIBERAL ARTS OFFERINGS
LAKES REGION COMMUNITY COLLEGE
COURSE OFFERINGS IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE 2015-2016

MATHEMATICS
MATH1280L Topics in Applied College Math
MATH1310L Boolean Algebra
MATH1370L Tech. Algebra & Geometry
MATH1420L Essentials of Algebra
MATH2110L College Algebra
MATH2160L Statistics
MATH2250L Finite Math
MATH2350L Pre-Calculus
MATH2700L Calculus I
MATH2710L Calculus II

SCIENCES
SCI1040L Astronomy and Space
SCI1120L Energy and Sustainability
SCI1130L Energy and Sustainability Lab
SCI1210L Chemistry I
SCI1250L Technical Physics
SCI1280L Intro to Physical Science
SCI1290L Nutrition for Health and Fitness
SCI1310L Nutrition for Health and Fitness Lab
SCI1340L Chemistry of Cooking
SCI1360L Principles of Chemistry
SCI1380L General Chemistry I
SCI1390L General Chemistry II
SCI1440L Human Biology W/Lab
SCI1450L Anatomy & Physiology I
SCI1460L Anatomy & Physiology II
SCI1470L Music and the Brain
SCI1480L General Biology I
SCI1490L General Biology II
SCI1500L Environmental Science
SCI1520L Ecology
SCI1530L Intro to Plant Biology
SCI1540L Plants and Man
SCI1600L Intro to Geology
SCI2200L College Physics I
SCI2210L College Physics II
SCI2410L Microbiology
SCI2460L Intro to Genetics
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